
TO: SUPERVISOR MALEK 

FROM: SGT. SCHMIDT 

RE: JULY 18,2016 LAKE PATROL REPORT 

This report covers activities performed by the Eagle Spring Lake Patrol from June 13, 
2016 through July 17,2016. 

Hours 

During this time, the patrol recorded a total of 52 hours of patrol time. Of that, 44 hours 
were spent patrolling the lake and 8 hours were spent performing administrative duties. 
When time allows, I continue to work on updating/revamping the administrative 
functions of the patrol by creating new forms, updating paperwork as needed, and 
continuing to work with Clerk Peppers to streamline functions and paperwork. My hope 
is that doing so will allow the patrol to maximize patrol time on the water, DNR 
reimbursement, and efficiency. 

Citations/Warnings 

During this reporting period, the patrol has conducted a total of 23 boat stops. These 
stops resulted in 12 citations, 25 verbal warnings, and 11 written warnings during those 
boat stops. In addition to the boat stops, officers assisted 4 vessels during patrol hours. 
2 of the assists were for capsized canoes. We are seeing this happen more often. I 
believe it is at least partially due to the increased boat traffic on the lake. The following 
is the list of the citations issued: 

DATE CITATION# VIOLATION 

6/18/2016 N1389968 OPERATE PWC <SNW W/IN 100FT OF BOAT 

6/25/2016 N1389969 BATTERY NOT COVERED/SECURED 

6/25/2016 N1389970 NO FIRE EXTINGUISHER 

6/25/2016 N1389951 FAIL TO PROVIDE PROPER# OF PFD 

7/2/2016 N1389952 BATTERY NOT COVERED/SECURED 

7/2/2016 N1389953 BATTERY NOT COVERED/SECURED 

7/4/2016 N1389954 OPERATE <SNW W/IN 100FT FROM SHORE 

7/4/2016 N1389955 OPERATE <SNW W/IN 100FT FROM SHORE 

7/10/2016 N1389956 FAIL TO PROVIDE PROPER# OF PFD 



7/10/2016 

7/17/2016 

7/17/2016 

Complaints 

N1389957 

N1389958 

N1389959 

OPERATE W/0 VALID CERT. OF# 

OPERATE PWC <SNW W/IN 100FT OF BOAT 

OPERATE PWC <SNW W/IN 100FT OF BOAT 

During this reporting period, the patrol received 9 complaints from residents/boaters. 
Included in the complaints were 4 different complaints regarding slow no wake (SNW) 
violations. Among those, 2 were for a boat tubing too close to shore, violating SNW. I 
was able to make contact with the suspect and he was new to the lake. I warned him 
for the violations, and provided him with a lake map for future reference. Another was 
for 2 PWC's violating SNW after 7:30 PM, racing around the lake. The complainant 
provided a license plate for the vehicle pulling the PWC's and follow up investigation will 
be completed. The last SNW violation involved boats going in/out of Jack's Bay. The 
complainant stated it was a common occurrence. I have instructed all officers to spend 
part of their shifts monitoring the entrance to Jack's Bay. So far, officers have not 
observed any violations. Another complaint was regarding a near accident where a 
subject pulling a skier "cut off'' another boat. Both parties were spoken to and warned. 
We also received 2 complaints about swimmers too far from shore without an escort 
boat. The patrol boat found both groups of swimmers and escorted them to shore. 
They were warned for swimming more than 1 00 feet from shore. The last 2 complaints 
were for buoy issues. The first, was the damage to the buoys. Based on a witness 
statement, it appears a pontoon boat filled with teenagers deliberately struck several 
buoys damaging them. Unfortunately boat numbers from the offending boat were not 
obtained. The officers have been instructed to keep an eye out for boats matching the 
suspect description. The other buoy complaint received was regarding homemade 
mooring buoys or "milk jug" buoys. They are technically not legal since they are not 
white with a blue stripe which is called for in statute. 

Other Concerns 

We have had some problems with the boat motor as the season has gone on. Officers 
have complained about the motor not restarting after shutting it off once it has been run. 
I have witnessed this for myself as well. During one such incident, we conducted a boat 
stop and after telling the subject that he would be receiving a citation in the mail, we 
couldn't get the boat to restart. After trying for over 5 minutes, we had to be towed in by 
the boat we had just cited, which was quite embarrassing. Luckily he was kind enough 
to do so after being issued a citation. We had the boat looked at after that incident, and 
new spark plugs were installed. The boat ran better for a short time, but then began 
giving us trouble again. We again had it looked at and new resistance plugs were 



installed. The fear is that the motor may have a bad spark pack(s). I have also noticed 
that the motor seems to be using more oil, indicating that it may be leaking/burning oil. 

As you know, we bought this boat used from the Town of Troy and have used it for 7 
seasons. I believe Troy used it for 5 seasons before selling it to us. Twelve years is 
quite a long time for a boat patrol boat to be used, and our boat has definitely seen 
better days. I would like to ask the board for permission to begin looking into cost 
estimates for a new boat for next season. My hope is that we can find something 
reasonable and the board would consider a replacement for next year. I would also like 
to remind you that the DNR will reimburse the town for 5 years at the rate of the 
reimbursements each year, usually around 70%. If the board approves, I will research 
costs and report back to the board closer to budget time for the board to discuss the 
possibility. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Sgt. Eric Schmidt 


